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IDLife secures the private and personal information you provide on this site and does not sell, share or otherwise disclose for financial remuneration any of the information about its current or former Associates or their customers to any third parties. IDLife reserves the right to and may use your personal information, however, as is required by law or legal process. IDLife protects the security of all your personal information, including credit card information, during transmission through the utilization of software that encrypts your data and the utilization of HIPPA compliant servers. This data is maintained in a secure environment and only authorized personnel have access to the information.

Please note that this policy applies only to the IDLife website and not to the websites of other companies to which IDLife may provide links. IDLife encourages you to review the terms and conditions of use and the privacy policy of those site prior to providing any personal or sensitive information. By visiting this site you agree to the practices described in this policy.

Cookies

IDLife collects "cookies." A "cookie" is a small text file that can be stored on your computer's hard drive that lets IDLife know when and how our pages in our web site are being viewed and by how many people. This lets IDLife better design a friendlier and productive web site. Personal information is provided the same protection outlined above and is not shared with third parties. IDLife may use your name and billing information to provide or offer a service or product to you and we may also use this information to keep you informed of products and future events.

Legal & Compliance Disclosures:

We may disclose personal information as required by law, such as to comply with a subpoena, legal proceedings, or similar legal process including disclosure to authorized third party auditors or when we believe in good faith that disclosure is necessary to protect our rights, protect your safety or the safety of others, investigate or prevent fraud, or respond to a government request, whether or not legally required.

Children

IDLife does not sell products and services for purchase by children. If you are under 18 you are prohibited from use of this web site without the involvement of a parent or legal adult guardian. IDLife only sells products and services to those who are 18 and older, and is in compliance with the Children's Online Privacy Protection Act of 1998 (COPPA). COPPA sets forth rules and procedures that governs the way in which web sites may collect, use and disclose personal information of children.

Notification of Change

This policy may be revised over time. Please check for information about revisions to our privacy policy. If you have any questions or comments please contact us at info@idlife.com.
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